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(57) An X-ray diffraction method of mapping grain
structures in a polycrystalline material sample (3), where
an X-ray detector (12) detects substantially line-shaped
segments (13a-f) from beams diffracted from at least
some of the grains. A processing device analyses values
received from the X-ray detector (12) and identifies at
least the position and the length of the line-shaped seg-
ments (13a-f). The line-shaped segments are paired

(13a-b,13c-d,13e-f) as originating from diffractions from
the same grain and the positions of the paired line-
shaped segments are used in determining the crystallo-
graphic grain position of this grain within in the polycrys-
talline material sample. The length of the paired line-
shaped segments is used in determining a width of this
grain.
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Description

[0001] In a first aspect the present invention relates to
an X-ray diffraction method of mapping grain structures
in a crystalline material sample, where an X-ray source
provides a polychromatic X-ray beam in a beam path, in
which beam path the polychromatic X-ray beam is diver-
gent, a staging device positions the crystalline material
sample in the beam path, and an X-ray detector detects
a plurality of diffracted X-ray beams leaving the crystal-
line material sample.
[0002] The article "A focusing Laue diffractometer for
investigation of bulk crystals" by Matthias Stockmeier
and Andreas Magerl, Journal of Applied Crystallography
(2008), 41, 754-760, describes a method of this kind
where the crystalline material sample is a single crystal.
It is well-known that diffraction of X-rays by a crystal oc-
curs when Bragg’s equation is fulfilled, λ = 2*d*sinθ,
where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray, d is the spacing
of the crystal lattice planes causing diffraction, and θ
(called the Bragg angle) is the angle between the X-Ray
beam and the lattice plane. The source provides a poly-
chromatic X-ray beam including many different wave-
lengths, which for any given position of the sample in
relation to the source provides a high probability for actual
diffraction from the single crystal. In addition the beam
path is divergent and consequently at each point on the
sample the X-rays impinge with a different Bragg angle,
varying from θmin to θmax, and this variation range of the
Bragg angle is determined by the geometry of the set-
up, namely the distance from the source to the sample
and the size of the sample in combination with the diver-
gence of the X-ray beam. The article describes a focuss-
ing effect obtained when the detector is at a distance
from the sample corresponding to the distance from the
source to the sample while at the same time the diffracting
planes are perpendicular to the surface of the single crys-
tal. The focussing effect occurs in the scattering plane
and causes the diffracted X-ray beam to hit the detector
as a substantially two-dimensional line-shaped segment
oriented perpendicular to the scattering plane.
[0003] US patent 3,903,415 discloses diffraction
measurements in a set-up using an X-ray source provid-
ing white (polychromatic) X-ray radiation. Pinhole dia-
phragms are located in the X-ray beam path to collimate
the beam into a parallel beam before it reaches the sam-
ple. A lead plate is located behind the sample. The lead
plate has a circular opening allowing X-ray radiation dif-
fracted by the sample at a predetermined angle to pass
on to a detector located behind the lead plate, whereas
other X-ray radiation is blocked by the lead plate.
[0004] US patent 5,491,738 discloses an X-ray diffrac-
tion apparatus having a beam source providing a colli-
mated X-ray beam being preferably monochromatic. The
non-collimated beam from the X-ray source is divergent,
and a collimator with a pinhole makes the beam line-
shaped and parallel before it reaches the sample. If the
X-ray beam is polychromatic, then the detector is de-

signed to measure the distribution of X-ray diffraction
photons within one selected energy range, or within some
selected energy ranges.
[0005] The article "X-ray diffraction contrast tomogra-
phy: a novel technique for three-dimensional grain map-
ping of polycrystals. Part 1: direct beam case", Journal
of Applied Crystallography (2008), 41, 302 - 309 de-
scribes application of a monochrome synchrotron X-ray
beam to illuminate a sample. With X-ray diffraction con-
trast tomography the grains of a polycrystalline material
sample are imaged using an occasionally occurring dif-
fraction contribution to the X-ray attenuation coefficient
in the non-diffracted X-ray beam leaving the crystalline
material sample. The analysis is thus using the informa-
tion detected in the direct beam path. Each time a grain
fulfils the Bragg diffraction condition a diffraction contrast
occurs. The diffraction contrast appears on the detector
behind the sample as an extinction spot caused by a local
reduction of the transmitted beam intensity recorded on
the detector. In the article, the three-dimensional grain
shapes are reconstructed from a plurality of projections
using algebraic reconstruction techniques (ART). The
procedure for the three-dimensional grain shape recon-
struction is based on spatial filtering criteria only, and the
procedure can therefore be performed without analysing
the grain orientations. With respect to grain orientations
the article specifies that the intensity of the diffractions
spots must be included in order to determine orientations,
and even with integrated intensities several solutions
may exist and choices have to be made. It is explained
in the article that overlapping diffraction contrasts present
a problem and that the sample consequently had to have
only little grain orientation spread, grains of approximate-
ly the same size and tailored transverse sample dimen-
sions in order to limit the probability of spot overlap.
[0006] Considerable efforts have been put into the de-
velopment of techniques for three-dimensional grain
mapping of polycrystalline materials. These techniques
are utilizing monochromatic, parallel X-ray beams from
a synchrotron facility and employ reconstruction algo-
rithms of the kind known in tomography in order to provide
a non-destructive characterization of a sample of poly-
crystalline material.
[0007] An example of utilizing monochromatic, parallel
X-ray beams from a synchrotron facility is given in the
article "Three-dimensional grain mapping by x-ray dif-
fraction contrast tomography and the use of Friedel pairs
in diffraction data analysis" by W. Ludwig et al., Review
of Scientific Instruments, 80, 033905 (2009). The method
used in this article is based on X-ray diffraction contrast
tomography, where the grains of a polycrystalline mate-
rial sample are imaged using a occasionally occurring
diffraction contribution to the X-ray attenuation coefficient
in the non-diffracted X-ray beam leaving the crystalline
material sample. This analysis using the information de-
tected in the direct beam path is supplemented with anal-
ysis of the diffracted beams, and in a full 360° rotation of
the sample the Bragg angle is fulfilled a maximum of four
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times. Each set of lattice planes may thus give rise to
four diffraction spots, which make up two pairs, where
the spots in the pair are separated by a 180° rotation of
the sample. The analysis relating to the pairs is based
on the fact that the monochromatic X-ray beam has a
known wavelength which simplifies the Bragg equation.
The diffraction spots observed are of irregular shape and
the intensity of the spots may be used to facilitate match-
ing of the pairs. With respect to implementation in practise
the article observes that using a computing cluster of 50
nodes, a data set comprising of 1000 grains could be
analysed in one day. With a monochromatic, parallel X-
ray beam it is thus a heavy processor task to obtain a
result.
[0008] It is a purpose of the present invention to provide
a reliable acquisition and calculation of data from a com-
plex crystalline material sample.
[0009] The initially mentioned X-ray diffraction method
according to the present invention includes the steps of:

the crystalline material sample is a polycrystalline
material sample having a plurality of grains,
the staging device locates the polycrystalline mate-
rial sample in a plurality of mutually different angular
positions in relation to the X-ray source,
the X-ray detector detects substantially line-shaped
segments from beams diffracted from at least some
of the grains, each line-shaped segment having a
position and a length, and
a processing device analyses values received from
the X-ray detector and utilizes at least the positions
of the line-shaped segments when determining a
three-dimensional model of the polycrystalline ma-
terial sample.

[0010] The illumination of a polycrystalline material
sample results in a large number of diffractions, and illu-
mination by a divergent polychromatic X-ray beam further
increases the number of diffractions. The prior art deals
with either a polycrystalline material sample illuminated
by a monochromatic, parallel beam, or a single crystal
illuminated by a polychromatic X-ray beam. In both cases
data handling is time consuming and requires significant
processor capacity. According to the present invention a
polycrystalline material sample is illuminated with a di-
vergent polychromatic X-ray beam, and there is thus ob-
tained a high number of diffractions in a short time, be-
cause each grain can cause diffractions, and because
the polychromatic X-ray beam triggers significantly more
diffractions than a monochromatic beam, and because
the divergence of the beam also adds to the number of
diffractions as the beam encompass a range of Bragg
angles illuminating the sample at the same instant. It is
thus possible to make a significant rotation of the poly-
crystalline material sample from one image to the next,
and yet obtain the required diffraction data from the plu-
rality of grains in the sample, and the lower number of
images required for determining the three-dimensional

model of the polycrystalline material sample, compared
to a method utilising monochromatic X-rays, results in
faster data acquisition and in a significantly faster data
processing.
[0011] By detecting line-shaped segments from beams
diffracted from the grains, where each line-shaped seg-
ment has a position and a length, the data handling is
simplified as the data analysed are more unique in their
information than traditional diffraction spots. Diffraction
spots cover a large area per spot on the detector, and
overlapping of spots from different diffraction events is a
real concern making it largely impossible to process data
from many simultaneous diffraction events. Line-shaped
segments on the other hand are simpler to analyse than
spots, and many more lines than spots can be detected
on the detector without confusing one diffraction event
with another diffraction event.
[0012] It is preferred that at least some of the line-
shaped segments are paired as originating from diffrac-
tions from the same grain and the positions of the paired
line-shaped segments are used in determining the posi-
tion of this grain within the three-dimensional model of
the polycrystalline material sample, and the length of the
paired line-shaped segments is used in determining a
width of this grain. The pairing of line-shaped segments
originating from diffractions from the same grain provides
an efficient singling out of distinct information from a mul-
titude of information caused by the many diffraction
events occurring for the polycrystalline sample illuminat-
ed by the polychromatic, divergent X-ray beam. The
length of the line-shaped segment is used when seg-
ments are paired, because segments originating from
diffractions from opposite sides of the same lattice plane
have the same length when detected on the same de-
tector. From a data handling perspective it is well-known
and rather simple and thus fast to analyse line-segments
and find the line-segments sharing common properties.
[0013] For the method according to the present inven-
tion the pairing of the line-shaped segments originating
from diffractions from the same grain is utilized to deter-
mine the grain position of this grain within the polycrys-
talline material sample. The paired line-shaped seg-
ments can be analysed by relating their positions to a
line intersecting the grain position. Combining multiple
instances of such paired line-shaped segments originat-
ing from a single grain improves the data on the grain
position in the polycrystalline material sample. In this
manner it is possible with a high degree of probability to
obtain the position of the individual grains in the sample.
In addition the length of the paired line-shaped segments
is used in determining a width of this grain, and this ge-
ometric information allows a faster and more precise de-
termination of the three-dimensional characteristics of
the polycrystalline material sample.
[0014] In a preferred method at least two pairs of line-
shaped segments originating from diffractions from the
same grain are used in determining the grain position of
this grain within the three-dimensional model of the poly-
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crystalline material sample. Analysis of the position of
the line-shaped segments constituting the pairs provides
information on the grain position in a three-dimensional
space. Although the mapping procedure of building a
model of the polycrystalline material sample can be per-
formed by using a single pair of segments, there is pref-
erably used two, three or more pairs of segments for
building a model of the polycrystalline material sample
in order to make the procedure more precise and robust.
It is also possible to use many pairs, such as more than
8 pairs.
[0015] When determination of the orientation of grains
is desired, then one possibility is to base the determina-
tion of orientation on the intensity of diffraction spots.
With the method according to the present invention it is
also possible to determine the crystallographic orienta-
tion of the grains by having the processing device identify
the orientation of the individual line-shaped segment, and
by using the orientation of the line-shaped segment in
determining the crystallographic orientation of the grain
associated with the line-shaped segment. An advantage
of using the orientation of the line-shaped segment is that
it is quickly obtained, both when it comes to exposure
time and when it comes to processing of the calculations.
[0016] It is typically a desire not only to determine grain
positions but also to obtain information on the three-di-
mensional morphology of the grains. It is preferred that
a shape reconstruction of the grains is performed. The
shape reconstruction makes use of the length of the
paired line-shaped segments to provide the width of the
grain in one direction. Combination of multiple such
widths gives approximate information on the three-di-
mensional grain shape. In order to perform a more de-
tailed reconstruction it is preferred that in addition to seg-
ment detection of line-shaped segments originating from
diffractions, spot detection is performed of diffraction
spots representing two-dimensional projections of grain
morphology. The spot detection provides information on
the shape of the grain boundary. The spot is a two-di-
mensional projection of the shape of the three-dimen-
sional grain, and this provides information improving the
precision of the reconstruction. It is furthermore possible
to combine details coming from adjacent grains for im-
proving the reconstruction.
[0017] When spot detection is performed it is preferred
that the segment detection occurs at a first distance be-
tween sample and detector, and spot detection occurs
at a second distance between sample and detector,
where the second distance is preferably at least the dou-
ble of the first distance. The detection at the first distance
is for line-segments, and these represent one width of
grain, but the grain shape in the direction perpendicular
to the length of the segment is not apparent. The advan-
tage of making the second distance for spot detection at
least the double of the first distance is that the size of the
spots increases with increasing distance and magnifica-
tion of the grain size above natural size is desirable. Spot
detection may occur at shorter distances, but then the

spot size will appear smaller.
[0018] It is preferred that the processing device uses
the position and the length and possibly the orientation,
but optionally not the intensity, of the line-shaped seg-
ments when these are paired as originating from diffrac-
tions from the same grain. The intensities of the segments
are coupled to the X-ray source spectrum and are not as
easy to distinguish as the length or the position or the
orientation of the segment. And image analysis based
on intensities typically requires longer exposure time in
order to provide useful data, so it is an advantage to both
image acquisition and data processing when the intensity
is not required in order to obtain the desired results.
[0019] As an alternative or as a supplement to pairing
line-shaped segments for determining the position of
grains, the processing device may discretize an initial
three-dimensional model of the polycrystalline material
sample into voxels and reconstruct the grains in the mod-
el by iterative testing associating crystallographic orien-
tations of the voxels to the detected line-shaped seg-
ments. This alternative approach is a forward simulation
approach that may have the advantage of providing ro-
bust data also in cases with a level of noise in the detected
signals. Due to the high amount of diffraction data in a
single image, as little as 50 to 100 images may be fully
adequate to determine the three-dimensional model of
the polycrystalline material sample.
[0020] In a second aspect, the present invention also
relates to an X-ray diffraction apparatus for mapping
grain structures in a crystalline material sample, compris-
ing an X-ray source for emitting a polychromatic X-ray
beam in a divergent beam path, a staging device for po-
sitioning the sample in the beam path in a plurality of
mutually different angular positions in relation to the X-
ray source, and an X-ray detector for detecting at least
diffracted X-ray beams leaving the sample, which X-ray
detector has at least a first position in which the detector
is at a distance from the sample corresponding to in the
range of 80 - 120 % of the distance from the X-ray source
to the sample. According to the second aspect of the
present invention the apparatus further comprises a di-
aphragm located between the X-ray source and the sam-
ple in the beam path, which diaphragm allows a central
portion of the divergent beam to illuminate the crystalline
material sample and prevents beam portions outside the
central portion from illuminating the detector, and a
processing device for analysing values received from the
X-ray detector(s) and for utilizing at least the positions of
the line-shaped segments in the determination of a three-
dimensional model of the polycrystalline material sam-
ple.
[0021] The diaphragm restricts the size of the divergent
beam to the size relevant for illuminating the sample, and
the diaphragm cuts off any remaining outer portions of
the beam from illuminating the detector. On the detector
there is consequently an image of the sample in the di-
vergent, direct beam path, but outside of this image of
the sample the detector remains unaffected by the direct
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beam and thus free to detect diffracted beams. This fa-
cilitates the image handling of the diffracted beams be-
cause there is no need to compensate for illumination
from the direct beam. The processing device identifies
at least the position and the length of the individual line-
shaped segments and pairs at least some of the line-
shaped segments as originating from diffractions from
the same grain. The advantages of such segment iden-
tification and pairing are explained in the above descrip-
tion of the method. Reference is also made to the above
explanation of advantages of using the length of the
paired line-shaped segments in determining a width of
this grain.
[0022] In an embodiment the processing device is
adapted to identifying at least a position and a length of
individual line-shaped segments, and is adapted to pair-
ing at least some of the line-shaped segments as origi-
nating from diffractions from the same grain, and is adapt-
ed to using the length of the paired line-shaped segments
in determining a width of this grain.
[0023] In a further embodiment the processing device
uses the orientation of the line-shaped segment in deter-
mining the crystallographic orientation of the grain asso-
ciated with the line-shaped segment.
[0024] In a further embodiment the apparatus includes
a filter device for reducing the frequency range of the
polychromatic X-ray beam. This embodiment may be
useful when there is a desire to operate with only some
out of all possible diffractions from the polychromatic X-
ray beam and the polycrystalline material sample. The
polychromatic X-ray beam is in principle "white" covering
the broad range of frequencies (wavelengths), but the
intensity level typically depends on the frequency and
intensity peaks may occur at certain frequencies. One
possibility of reducing the frequency range is to filter off
frequencies outside these high-energy frequencies, an-
other possibility is to filter off frequencies outside a con-
tinuous frequency band, and a third possibility is to filter
off frequencies based on the crystallographic properties
of the material sample. The filter device reduces the
number of diffractions appearing on the detected images,
and thus makes it simpler to analyse the detected data.
However, in the general case it is not necessary to use
a filter device.
[0025] In one embodiment the X-ray detector has a
second position in which the detector is at a distance
from the sample corresponding to in the range of 200 -
1000 % of the distance from the X-ray source to the sam-
ple, preferably from 250 - 600 % of the distance from the
X-ray source to the sample. When the detector is at a
distance from the sample of from two to ten times the
distance from the X-ray source to the sample then the
grains have a size that makes the grain contour and thus
the grain boundary projected onto the detector more vis-
ible in detail. The intensity of the spot is reduced as the
distance increases, and it is consequently - as a balance
between suitable size and acceptable intensity - pre-
ferred that the detector distance is in the range of 250 -

600 % of the distance from the X-ray source to the sam-
ple.
[0026] Instead of using one detector in two different
distances, it is possible to use a first detector and a sec-
ond detector, where the second X-ray detector is posi-
tioned in a second position in which the second detector
is at a distance from the sample corresponding to in the
range of 200 - 1000 % of the distance from the X-ray
source to the sample, preferably from 250 - 600 % of the
distance from the X-ray source to the sample.
[0027] In the following, illustrative examples and em-
bodiments of the present invention are described in fur-
ther detail with reference to the schematic drawings, on
which

Fig. 1 illustrates diffraction in a grain in a crystalline
material illuminated by a divergent X-ray beam in an
apparatus and a method according to the present
invention,
Fig. 2 illustrates an apparatus according to the in-
vention,
Fig. 3 illustrates paired line-shaped segments ac-
cording to the method,
Fig. 4 illustrates distances between sample and de-
tector,
Fig. 5 illustrates the length of a line-shaped segment,
Fig. 6 illustrates a position of a line-shaped segment,
Fig. 7 illustrates an apparatus according to the
present invention,
Fig. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating one example of
method steps,
Fig. 9 is an example of an image detected in a first
detector position, and
Fig. 10 is an example of an image detected in a sec-
ond detector position.

[0028] An embodiment of an X-ray diffraction appara-
tus is generally denoted 1 in Fig. 7 and it has a data
acquisition unit 24 and a data analysing unit 25 that may
be operated by a human operator 26. The data acquisi-
tion unit comprises an X-ray source 2, a staging device
9 and a first detector 12, and as illustrated in Fig. 2 these
parts are located with the source at one side of the staging
device and the detector at the other side thereof.
[0029] The X-ray source 2 provides a polychromatic
X-ray beam 6 in a beam path. The beam is preferably
passed through a pinhole opening in a diaphragm in the
source 2, which pinhole opening is much smaller than
the dimensions of the beam at the staging device 9, so
that source 2 can be considered a point source. The X-
ray source is a so-called laboratory X-ray source, and
such a source is very different from a synchrotron X-ray
source used for mapping grain structures in a polycrys-
talline material. The synchrotron source is a giant struc-
ture that provides a monochrome X-ray beam in a parallel
beam. The X-ray source 2 is in comparison a very small
structure that may have a maximum outer dimension of
10 metres or less. Laboratory X-ray sources may be of
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the type having an X-ray tube, in which electrons are
accelerated in a vacuum by an electric field and shot into
a target piece of metal. X-rays are emitted as the elec-
trons decelerate in the metal. The output spectrum has
a continuous spectrum of X-rays with sharp peaks in in-
tensity at certain energies depending on the kind of metal
used for the target, such as copper, tungsten, silver, rho-
dium or molybdenum. The X-ray source 2 may also be
of a laser type or of another available laboratory type.
Such X-ray sources are e.g. available from suppliers
such as Lyncean Technologies, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA;
Xradia Inc., Concord, CA, USA; Proto Manufacturing
Ltd., Ontario, Canada; SkyScan, Kontich, Belgium, and
Phoenix X-ray, Wunstorf, Germany; and Gatan, Califor-
nia, USA. For example, an XuM X-ray UltraMicroscope
from Gatan may be utilized as X-ray source, when mod-
ified with detectors etc. as described in the following.
[0030] The beam from the X-ray source 2 may pass
through one or more optional components (not shown)
conditioning the beam, such as condensers, filters, at-
tenuators, etc. as may be suitable for the particular set-
up for analysing a specific sample. Such components are
considered part of the X-ray source 2, unless otherwise
explained in the following description.
[0031] The polychromatic X-ray beam 6 is divergent in
the beam path. The divergent beam has the effect that
the X-rays illuminating a crystalline material sample 3 on
the staging device 9 are not parallel, but follow a straight
line from the source 2 to the illuminated point on the sam-
ple. This is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 1. A crystalline
grain 4 has a plurality of parallel lattice planes 5, each
separated by a distance d, which is the spacing of the
crystal lattice planes in the grain. The X-ray diffracted at
the upper crystal plane has an incident angle θ1 with the
crystal plane and an equal diffracted angle θ1, whereas
the X-ray diffracted at the lowermost crystal plane has
an incident angle θ3 with the crystal plane and an equal
diffracted angle θ3, and an incident X-ray 16 diffracted
at an intermediate crystal plane has an incident angle θ2
with the crystal plane and an equal diffracted angle θ2
for a diffracted X-ray 17. It appears from the illustration
that θ1 is the largest angle, θ3 is the smallest angle and
θ2 is an angle of intermediate size. The angles corre-
spond to θ in Bragg’s equation λ = 2*d*sinθ, and if d is
considered constant for the lattice planes in the illumi-
nated crystal grain 2 then the wavelength of the X-ray
diffracted at θ1 is slightly different from the wavelength
of the X-ray diffracted at θ3.
[0032] The X-ray beam 6 is divergent in the direct beam
path (undiffracted X-rays) and could in principle illumi-
nate the complete area of the first detector 12. However,
it is an advantage if the divergent beam is restricted to
approximately illuminating the crystalline material sam-
ple 3, or the portion thereof to be analysed. The direct
beam illuminating the sample results in a direct beam
image area 15 on the first detector. A diaphragm 8 posi-
tioned between the source 2 and the sample 3 restricts
the cross-sectional size of the X-ray beam. The dia-

phragm 8 has a beam opening 14 allowing the divergent
beam to pass through and onwards to the sample 3, but
the X-rays 11 hitting the diaphragm 8 outside of beam
opening 14 are stopped by diaphragm 8. The area of the
first detector outside the direct beam image area 15 is
thus reserved for detection of diffracted X-ray beams.
These blocked X-rays are prevented from illuminating
the first detector. Portions of the X-rays that would hit the
diaphragm 8 outside of beam opening 14 may be acted
upon by a condenser device provided at the source so
that they are directed through beam opening 14. Such
condensing of the X-ray beam acts to concentrate the
beam to the useful area and to an increase in the intensity
of the beam.
[0033] On the sample 3 the X-rays impinge with a
Bragg angle varying from θmin to θmax, and this variation
range of the Bragg angle is given by the distance between
the source 2 and the sample 3, and the size of the illu-
minated sample, provided that the beam opening pro-
vides for full illumination of the sample. If less than the
full size of the sample is illuminated then the size of beam
opening 14 and the distance from sample 2 to beam
opening 14 may limit the values of θmin and θmax.
[0034] The size of beam opening 14 may be adjusta-
ble, and the position of diaphragm 8 may also be adjust-
able. The distance between the source 2 and sample 3
is denoted L. The position of diaphragm 8 is adjustable
within this distance L, and the distance between dia-
phragm 8 and source 2 is preferably in the range from
0.2-0.99 L, and more preferably in the range from 0.3-0.8
L. The diaphragm needs to be rather large if it is posi-
tioned close to the sample 3, but if it is positioned close
to the source 2 then there is required a higher degree of
precision in the size of the beam opening and the centring
of the diaphragm. Diaphragm 8 can be provided as a set
of diaphragm plates having differently sized beam open-
ings, and the diaphragm plate with the suitable size for
a given sample 3 can be chosen when the sample is to
be mapped. Alternatively, a diaphragm plate can have
displaceable shutter members that define the beam
opening and are set in position according to the size of
the actual sample 3 to be mapped. Beam opening 14
may have any suitable shape, such as rectangular, cir-
cular, or oval. The shape of beam opening 14 may also
be adjustable in order to match the actual shape of the
actual sample 3. If the sample is of elongate shape, then
the beam opening may suitably be of a corresponding
shape.
[0035] The staging device 9 is adapted to position and
rotate the crystalline material sample 3 in the path of X-
ray beam 6. A staging device is well-known in X-ray dif-
fraction techniques, and it comprises a material sample
holder and a stage for adjusting and rotating the material
sample. The stage may be motorised and may also be
translated transversely out of the beam path in order to
acquire reference images of the beam profile. The stage
has a central, rotational axis 20 and the position of the
stage can be adjusted so that this rotational axis 20 is
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perpendicular to the central portion of the X-ray beam.
The stage can rotate the crystalline material sample 3
about rotational axis 20 in stepwise, incremental rotation-
al movements that may be settable such as in the range
from 0.01° to 15° per incremental rotation. During image
capture the stage maintains the sample 3 stationary in
the fixed rotational position. The stage has a default ref-
erence point for the rotational position of 0°, and prefer-
ably also a possibility for setting an actual reference point
at initiation of the rotational movement of a mounted ma-
terial sample. The current rotational angle ω of the stage
with respect to the reference point is communicated from
the staging device 9 to a processing device or to a data
memory in such a manner that the rotational angel is
associated with the image detected on the first detector
12. As an example, a staging device and sample holder
may be obtained from the firm Bruker AXS GmbH, Karl-
sruhe, Germany.
[0036] It is preferred that the incremental rotation be-
tween the individual image positions is in the range from
1° to 15°, and more preferably between 3° to 12°. With
an incremental rotation of e.g. 4°, 90 images are taken
during the full 360° rotation of the sample. Although it is
possible to obtain the diffracted signals with as little as
24 images separated by incremental rotations of 15°, or
30 images separated by incremental rotations of 12°, the
90 images provides some redundant information that
may used in the analysis.
[0037] The first detector 12 is positioned in the direct
path of the X-ray beam 6. The first detector has a two-
dimensional detector screen capable of detecting X-rays.
The screen orientation is preferably so that the surface
of the two-dimensional flat screen of the first detector is
about perpendicular to the centre line of the beam 6. As
one example out of many possible, the first detector 12
may be a camera with a detector of the type charge-
coupled device (CCD) or a fluorescent screen coupled
to a CDD.
[0038] When a diffraction occurs in a crystal grain a
part of the intensity of X-ray beam 16 is scattered (direct-
ed) in another direction, namely in direction of line 17.
Due to the diffraction some of the intensity of the direct
X-ray beam in the area covered by the grain has been
removed from the direct beam for the particular wave-
length involved in the diffraction, but the polychromatic
nature of the X-ray beam from the source 2 causes the
majority of the beam intensity in the direct beam path to
continue to the first detector and illuminate the same in
the direct beam image area 15. There is consequently
not any visible extinction spot as would have been the
case if the X-ray beam had been monochromatic.
[0039] The diffracted X-ray 17 continues to the first de-
tector where the X-ray is detected as a line-shaped seg-
ment 13. The crystalline material sample 3 is polycrys-
talline and for each fixed rotational position of the sample
several or many of the grains may cause diffraction and
a plurality of line-shaped segments 13 may be detected
on the first detector at different positions on the first de-

tector. The position of the line-shaped segment 13 can
be given by a directional vector 23 providing the position
of e.g. the middle of the segment as illustrated in Fig. 6.
Some of the line-shaped segments may happen to be at
about the same position on the first detector, but such
line-shaped segments almost always have different ori-
entations and thus appear on the detector as crossing
line segments. At least one image is recorded for each
fixed rotational position of the sample. The images are
stored in an image library, such as a memory in a process-
ing unit in the apparatus 1.
[0040] A processing device 31 in the data analysing
unit 25 (Fig. 7) analyses the individual image in a so-
called segmentation process where each discernible
line-shaped segment 13 is identified and the position and
the length of the segment are determined, and preferably
also the orientation of the segment. Such information on
each detected line-shaped segment is stored in a data-
base DB together with the information from the staging
device 9 on the corresponding rotational angle ω of the
staging device. The segmentation and storage in the da-
tabase are illustrated in the flow chart illustrated in Fig. 8.
[0041] In a subsequent mapping process the process-
ing device analyses the data in order to determine the
position of the individual grain within a three-dimensional
geometric model of the crystalline material sample 2.
Some of the line-shaped segments can be paired as orig-
inating from the grain, and such pairing facilitates the
mapping. The pairing is based on the observation that
during a full 360° rotation about rotational axis 20, dif-
fractions from the lattice plane 5 in one grain may occur
four times for a single diffraction order, which make up
two pairs, where the line-shaped segments in the pair
are separated by a 180° rotation of the sample 3. The
180° rotation is simply because the front side of a lattice
plane and the back side of the same lattice plane can
both cause diffraction. When a pair of images taken at
rotational angle ωi and at rotational angle ωi+180° is set
up in the coordinate system of sample 3 they appear as
illustrated in Fig. 3. The pairs of line-shaped segments
are easily detectable because they have the same length
and the approximate same orientation and have positions
that are correlated by being positioned on a line passing
through the sample 3. In the mapping procedure the
processing device can quickly find line-shaped segments
having the same length and the approximately same ori-
entation, and from this sub-set of line-shaped segments
it is easy to determine which two segments can be paired
as being positioned on a common line extending through
the sample 2. Once the pairs of line-shaped segments
have been identified, the line connecting the segments
is also known, and it is known that the grain is located
on this line. It is possible to build the model of the poly-
crystalline material sample 3 based on a few pairs of line-
shaped segments per grain, but the mapping process is
more precise and robust when more pairs of line-shaped
segments can be located for the individual grain as the
lines have different orientations in space and all cross
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through the grain. In Fig. 3 a first pair is illustrated as 13a,
13b, and a second pair is illustrated as 13c, 13d, and a
third pair is illustrated as 13e, 13f.
[0042] A single grain 4 typically has a plurality of lattice
planes. Lattice planes can be identified by Miller indices,
and a grain with e.g. a fcc crystal structure (face-centred-
cubic) have at least the lattice planes (111), (200), (220)
and (311), and each of these lattice planes can cause
pairs of line-shaped segments. It is preferred that the
mapping process uses at least three pairs of line-shaped
segments in the determination of the three-dimensional
location of the grain within the polycrystalline material
sample.
[0043] Due to the high number of diffractions from a
single grain and the well-defined geometrical relationship
of crystal planes relevant for the individual grain it is pos-
sible to base the pairing of line-shaped segments on other
factors than two segments placed on a straight line, which
is relevant when the two segments are from images taken
at rotational angle ωi and at rotational angle ωi+180°. The
pairing can thus be based on images taken with other
rotational angles, such as ωi and ωi+90°. It is also possible
to perform pairing of line-shaped segments based on the
different lattice planes pertaining to a single grain. Such
a pairing involves information of the actual crystal struc-
ture of the grains (fcc, bcc etc.) in the sample 3. When a
sample is analysed, the alloy is known and the crystal
structure is also known, and the mapping procedure can
thus be based on some known facts relating to the crys-
tallographic type, relevant lattice planes and other infor-
mation, like the physical size and the approximate
number of grains.
[0044] The paths of incident X-rays 16 and diffracted
X-rays 17 are illustrated in Fig. 4 where L designates the
distance between the X-ray source 2 and the crystalline
material sample 3, and L1 designates the distance be-
tween the crystalline material sample 3 and the first de-
tector 12. The divergent nature of the X-ray beam is ap-
parent on the left-hand side of sample 3, and on the right
hand side of the sample the diffracted X-rays 17 are seen
to be convergent to a focus position at the distance L1 =
L and then to proceed in a divergent beam to the right
hand side of the focus position. The illustration in Fig. 4
is simplified and the first detector is illustrated as posi-
tioned in a distance L1 from the sample 3 corresponding
to the distance L between the sample 3 and the source
2. At this distance the line-shaped segments will occur,
but they will also occur when the first detector is in other
positions. When the lattice planes in the grain are not
parallel with the centre line of the X-ray beam then the
focusing distance for the line-shaped segment is different
from L, and it is consequently preferred that the first X-
ray detector has a first position in which the detector is
at a distance from the sample 3 corresponding to in the
range of 80 - 120 % of the distance from the X-ray source
2 to the sample 3. With the first detector position in this
range the line-shaped segments can be detected.
[0045] A second detector 21 shown in Fig. 4 is located

at the distance L2 from the sample 3. L2 is different from
L1, and on detector 21 the diffracted X-ray beams 17
provide a spot of two-dimensional shape. The spot is a
two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional
grain morphology and provides information on the shape
of the grains boundary. The size of the spot increases
as the distance L2 increases in comparison to L. When
L2 equals 200% of L the spots correspond to the natural
size of the grains, and when L2 is larger than 200% of L
a magnification of the spot size occurs. It is preferred that
L2 is at least 250% of L such as up to 600% of L. In an
embodiment of the apparatus 1 the distance L from
source 2 to sample 3 is in the range from 5 mm to 200
mm, and the range from 20 mm to 40 mm is preferred.
The distance L is preferably adjustable in order to adapt
the set-up to the specific sample, such as to the size and
morphology of the sample.
[0046] As an alternative to using a second detector 21,
the position of the first detector 12 can be adjustable and
a set of images can be acquired with the first detector in
the first distance L1, and then the first detector can be
located in the distance L2 from the sample and a further
set of images can be acquired. It is also possible to use
well-known zooming optics to vary the effective pixel res-
olution at position L1 and/or position L2.
[0047] When the first detector is in the focus position
at the distance L1 and the line-shaped segment 13 ap-
pears on the detector with a length I, as illustrated in Fig.
5, this length corresponds to a width of the grain, namely
to the calliper width given by the maximum width of the
grain along the direction of the lattice planes causing the
diffraction. In Fig. 5 the incident X-ray 16 and the diffract-
ed X-ray 17 each forms the Bragg angle θ with a scat-
tering vector 30. The scattering vector is orthogonal to
the lattice plane, and the incident X-ray 16, the diffracted
X-ray 17 and the scattering vector 30 form a common
plane. The lattice plane 5 has a width along a line 22
orthogonal to said common plane, and the length of the
line-shaped segment corresponds to this width. The
length of the line-shaped segment 13 can thus be used
in determining a width of the grain when the grain shape
is reconstructed.
[0048] The flow chart of Fig. 8 illustrates that images
are acquired with the detector in the first position at the
distance L1, and optionally images may also be acquired
with the detector in the second position at the distance
L2. After the images have been acquired the segmenta-
tion process is initiated, and information on the segments
are stored in the database DB. As described in the above,
a mapping process is then performed, and the three-di-
mensional geometrical positions of the individual grains
are determined.
[0049] In a following process the three-dimensional ge-
ometric shapes of the grains are determined. Each grain
is associated with many diffraction events, and for the
individual diffraction event there is - from the length I of
the line-shaped segment - known information on the
width of the grain in a specific direction, and this provides
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two points located on the surface of the grain. In the shape
reconstruction this information is added for all diffraction
events pertaining to the grain and thus a model of the
three-dimensional grain shape is obtained in a compar-
atively fast process.
[0050] The orientation of the line-shaped segment 13
is directly related to the orientation of the lattice plane 5,
and this information can be applied in an indexing proc-
ess to the model of the three-dimensional grain so that
also the crystal orientation is given.
[0051] If a better precision of the tree-dimensional
grain shape is desired, then images obtained with a de-
tector in the second distance L2 can be utilized to provide
more details on the actual shape of grain boundaries.
The individual diffraction event causing a line shape in
the first detector position at L1 will in the second detector
position at L2 be positioned in the same relative position
on the detector, because the deflected X-ray follows a
straight line. The divergence of the X-ray beam 6 causes
the spot to be larger when the distance L2 is larger. Each
spot is a two-dimensional projection of the three-dimen-
sional grain shape, and the contour of the grain can be
determined from the many diffraction events associated
with the grain.
[0052] The spots on the images acquired at the dis-
tance L2 and/or L1 may also be used in forward simula-
tion where the indexing data of grain positions provide
information on the center of mass for the grains and the
orientation of the grains. Such forward simulation can
preferably be based on the indexing data, but can also
utilize a simple brute-force approach where crystal ori-
entations are assigned to sample positions according to
e.g. a Monte Carlo optimisation. In the forward simulation
different simulations of grain shapes and grain orienta-
tions are compared with the detected spots in an iterative
process that refines the accuracy of the three-dimension-
al grains shapes in the model. The forward simulation
demands more processing capacity, and results in a
model where the true three-dimensional morphology of
the grain structure may be determined. It is a well-known
advantage of the forward simulation that it can compen-
sate for noise in the measurements and it can fill out gaps
in the detected data. Information on the grain shape from
the forward simulation can be added to the database and
be utilized to e.g. correct for errors or missing data in the
indexing.
[0053] The first detector 12 and the second detector
21 may be of the same type, or the one detector may
have less spatial resolution and larger field-of-view than
the other detector. The resolution of the detector may
e.g. be in the range of 2 to 200 micro-metres, when it is
of the charge-coupled device (CCD) type, or it may be
of higher or lower resolution according to the desired de-
tail of the material samples to be analysed.
[0054] The mapping of grains may also be performed
in a forward simulation where an initial three-dimensional
model of the polycrystalline material sample is made. The
outline of the polycrystalline material sample is discretiz-

es into voxels, where each voxel is geometrically smaller
than the smallest gain in the material sample. The grains
are then reconstructed in the model by iterative testing
where crystallographic orientations are associated to the
voxels, and the diffractions from such orientations are
compared with the actually detected line-shaped seg-
ments, and the orientations providing matching with the
detected line-shaped segments are selected.
[0055] An example of discretizing into voxels is now
described in more detail. In order to establish a theoretical
model the material sample is discretized into voxels hav-
ing smaller volume than the average grain size of the
material sample. The size of the voxels may be chosen
so that in average at least ten or more voxels pertain to
one and the same physical grain in the material sample.
The theoretical model is then for each voxel discretized
with respect to the orientation space. For each possible
orientation the resulting theoretical diffractions are com-
pared with the detected line-shaped segments on the
first detector and possibly also with diffraction data from
the second detector. In this manner it is possible to find
the voxel orientations that actually fit to the detected dif-
fraction data, and thus determine the orientation of the
grains in the model. With respect to the size of the indi-
vidual grain, adjacent voxels having similar orientation
are considered as belonging to the same grain. As the
iterations evolve, voxels are joined and they more and
more match the actual grain structure of the polycrystal-
line material sample. The grain shapes can be further
optimized by special methods like Monte Carlo simula-
tions, or Laguerre tessalation codes.
[0056] In the mapping and/or reconstruction calcula-
tions it is possible to utilize principles from well-known
calculation methods, such as the discrete algebraic re-
construction technique (DART), the conventional itera-
tive algebraic reconstruction method (ART), simultane-
ous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT), or simul-
taneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART).
[0057] The method uses images acquired with the de-
tector in the first position at the distance L1, and in a
segmentation process data on the line-shaped segments
are determined and stored in the database. The forward
simulation process is then performed, involving discreti-
zation into voxels, and the three-dimensional geometrical
positions of the individual grains are determined, and the
crystallographic orientations of the grains are deter-
mined. The grain shapes may then be further optimized
by calculation methods as mentioned, or images ac-
quired at the distance L2 may be used to provide infor-
mation on the shapes of the grain boundaries. As illus-
trated in Fig. 8 it is also possible to use forward simulation
in combination with shape reconstruction, e.g. so that the
forward simulation is used to fill out areas of missing or
conflicting data.
[0058] It is also possible to perform additional analysis
of the diffraction signals from the images acquired at the
distance L1 and/or from the images acquired at the dis-
tance L2 in order to determine information on the stress
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state of the grains. As an example a detected line-shaped
segment 13 may deviate from a straight shape and this
provides information of the local stress state in the grain.
As another example, an image detected at the distance
L2 may include a so-called K-alpha line and this may be
used to associate an observed diffraction signal to a spe-
cific X-ray energy. When the X-ray energy is known the
wavelength is known, and then a precise value d for the
spacing of the crystal lattice planes can be calculated,
and this may be utilized for providing information on the
stress state of the grain.
[0059] An example of an image detected on the first
detector 12 at the distance L1 is shown in Fig. 9 where
the line-shaped segments 13 are observed as bright lines
13.
[0060] An example of an image detected on the second
detector 21 at the distance L2 is shown in Fig. 10 where
spots 27 are bright. At the centre of the image is seen a
projection image of the crystalline material sample 3.
[0061] The second detector 21 need not be located at
a position in the direct path of the beam 6. The second
detector can be located at any position where diffracted
signals can be detected. The second detector may as an
example be located parallel to the first detector, but shift-
ed sideways to be located asymmetrically with respect
to the beam 6. The second detector need not be parallel
to the first detector. As an example, the second detector
may be located as a plane orthogonal to any radius of
the length L2 in a sphere having specimen 3 at the centre
of the sphere. It is also possible to use several detectors
21 as the second detector.
[0062] The X-ray source 2 may be supplemented with
a filter device reducing the frequency range of the poly-
chromatic X-ray beam. The filter device is positioned in
the beam path at source 2 or in between source 2 and
diaphragm 8. The filter device is typically a sheet of ma-
terial, like aluminum or silver. Details from the above-
mentioned embodiments and examples may be com-
bined into other embodiments and examples within the
scope of the patent claims.

Claims

1. An X-ray diffraction method of mapping grain struc-
tures in a crystalline material sample, where
an X-ray source provides a polychromatic X-ray
beam in a beam path, in which beam path the poly-
chromatic X-ray beam is divergent,
a staging device positions the crystalline material
sample in the beam path,
an X-ray detector detects a plurality of diffracted X-
ray beams leaving the crystalline material sample,
and wherein
the crystalline material sample is a polycrystalline
material sample having a plurality of grains,
the staging device locates the polycrystalline mate-
rial sample in a plurality of mutually different angular

positions in relation to the X-ray source,
the X-ray detector detects substantially line-shaped
segments from beams diffracted from at least some
of the grains, each line-shaped segment having a
position and a length, and
a processing device analyses values received from
the X-ray detector and utilizes at least the positions
of the line-shaped segments when determining a
three-dimensional model of the polycrystalline ma-
terial sample.

2. The X-ray diffraction method according to claim 1,
wherein at least some of the line-shaped segments
are paired as originating from diffractions from the
same grain and the positions of the paired line-
shaped segments are used in determining the posi-
tion of this grain within the three-dimensional model
of the polycrystalline material sample, and the length
of the paired line-shaped segments is used in deter-
mining a width of this grain.

3. The X-ray diffraction method according to claim 2,
wherein at least two pairs of line-shaped segments
originating from diffractions from the same grain are
used in determining the grain position of this grain
within the three-dimensional model of the polycrys-
talline material sample.

4. The X-ray diffraction method according to claim 2 or
3, wherein the processing device identifies the ori-
entation of the individual line-shaped segment, and
uses the orientation of the line-shaped segment in
determining the crystallographic orientation of the
grain associated with the line-shaped segment.

5. The X-ray diffraction method according to any of
claims 1 to 4, wherein in addition to segment detec-
tion of line-shaped segments originating from diffrac-
tions, spot detection is performed of diffraction spots
representing two-dimensional grain morphology.

6. The X-ray diffraction method according to claim 5,
wherein segment detection occurs at a first distance
between sample and detector, and spot detection
occurs at a second distance between sample and
detector, where the second distance preferably is at
least the double of the first distance.

7. The X-ray diffraction method according to any of
claims 1 to 6, wherein the processing device uses
the position and the length and possibly the orienta-
tion, but not the intensity, of the line-shaped seg-
ments when these are paired as originating from dif-
fractions from the same grain.

8. The X-ray diffraction method according to claim 1,
wherein the processing device discretizes an initial
three-dimensional model of the polycrystalline ma-
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terial sample into voxels and reconstructs the grains
in the model by iterative testing associating crystal-
lographic orientations of the voxels to the detected
line-shaped segments.

9. An X-ray diffraction apparatus for mapping grain
structures in a crystalline material sample, compris-
ing
an X-ray source for emitting a polychromatic X-ray
beam in a divergent beam path,
a staging device for positioning the sample in the
beam path in a plurality of mutually different angular
positions in relation to the X-ray source,
an X-ray detector for detecting at least diffracted X-
ray beams leaving the sample, which X-ray detector
has at least a first position in which the detector is
at a distance from the sample corresponding to in
the range of 80 - 120 % of the distance from the X-
ray source to the sample, wherein
a diaphragm is located between the X-ray source
and the sample in the beam path, which diaphragm
allows a central portion of the divergent beam to il-
luminate the crystalline material sample and pre-
vents beam portions outside the central portion from
illuminating the detector, and
a processing device for analysing values received
from the X-ray detector and for utilizing at least the
positions of the line-shaped segments in the deter-
mination of a three-dimensional model of the poly-
crystalline material sample.

10. The X-ray diffraction apparatus according to claim
9, wherein the processing device is adapted to iden-
tifying at least a position and a length of individual
line-shaped segments, and is adapted to pairing at
least some of the line-shaped segments as originat-
ing from diffractions from the same grain, and is
adapted to using the length of the paired line-shaped
segments in determining a width of this grain.

11. The X-ray diffraction apparatus according to claim 9
or 10, wherein the processing device uses the ori-
entation of the line-shaped segment in determining
the crystallographic orientation of the grain associ-
ated with the line-shaped segment.

12. The X-ray diffraction apparatus according to any of
claims 9 to 11, wherein the apparatus includes a filter
device for reducing the frequency range of the poly-
chromatic X-ray beam.

13. The X-ray diffraction apparatus according to any of
claims 9 to 12, wherein the X-ray detector has a sec-
ond position in which the detector is at a distance
from the sample corresponding to in the range of 200
- 1000 % of the distance from the X-ray source to
the sample, preferably from 250 - 600 % of the dis-
tance from the X-ray source to the sample.

14. The X-ray diffraction apparatus according to any of
claims 9 to 12, wherein the apparatus has a second
X-ray detector positioned in a second position in
which the second detector is at a distance from the
sample corresponding to in the range of 200 - 1000
% of the distance from the X-ray source to the sam-
ple, preferably from 250 - 600 % of the distance from
the X-ray source to the sample.

15. The X-ray diffraction apparatus according to any of
claims 9 to 14, wherein the processing device deter-
mines the stress state of individual grains in the poly-
crystalline material sample.
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